SOLUTION FACT SHEET

K2P for Hospitals - Cardiovascular Medicine
High-value, coordinated care begins with clinicians at the height
of competence. When all have the core knowledge and skills,
communications become clearer and patient outcomes get better.

New Ways to Address Healthcare Challenges
With healthcare evolving, hospital administrators and department
chairs are faced with new challenges, from readmission rates to growing
physician burnout. Hospitals have focused on a multitude of initiatives
and new processes to address these challenges. But often overlooked is
elevating physicians’ ability to keep current with emerging medicine. When
physicians stay current in medicine, they have higher confidence, are more
able to practice at their best and deliver quality patient centered care.

74% more learning

Increase in knowledge
using K2P Adult Learning
Theory approach over
traditional methods

Knowledge to Practice (K2P) for Hospitals
Knowledge to Practice offers cardiology departments a comprehensive
solution that enables physicians to keep up with emerging medicine. Our
solution helps you provide physicians with a personalized, easy-to-use
learning experience that increases knowledge in less time. We work with
global thought leaders to distill down the literature in a meaningful, practical
manner - enabling physicians to keep pace with change. In addition, the K2P
solution offers administrators longitudinal insights across your organization’s
competency, local needs assessment and customized curriculum to keep
your team at their very best. These invaluable competency insights help
improve value-based purchasing and reimbursement.

Know Where Your Unit Stands
The K2P Insight Dashboard (ID)
enables hospital leaders
by providing:
•

•

View into organization-wide
competency levels to
identify areas of risk
Visibility into physician
engagement with curriculum to
assess initiative impact relative
to coding, hospital-acquired
infections, and CHF and MI
30-day readmissions
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76% faster learning
Gain the same
knowledge in only
one-quarter of the time

Consistent Source of Knowledge
A common baseline of clinical
knowledge for your physicians
helps your department to deliver
a consistent level of patient care.
•

Latest, unbiased content
of evidence-based and
emerging medicine

•

Content by renowned
experts from the top
academic institutions

Learn More in Less Time
K2P Adult Learning Theory (ALT)
approach uses adaptive
learning to tailor clinical content
to an individual’s needs and
areas for improvement.
•

Micro-learning modules in
multiple media format

•

Personalized, competencybased learning plan

•

Accessible on any device,
anytime, anywhere

FEATURES
K2P Insight Dashboard

Service and Support

Customized curriculum available

•

Visibility into areas of risk
and lack of mastery so
you can prioritize and
focus your initiatives to
improve quality of care

•

Training and setup session
for Insight Dashboard
and administration

•

•

•

Data to support need for
customized curriculum
based on your risk

Periodic analytics and
implications meetings

•

•

Insights into how lack of
mastery is impacting care

Regular client success
check-ins and learner/
admin technical support

•

Progress towards level of
mastery for specific or entire
curriculum

Comprehensive Clinical Content
•

CurrentMD™ Cardiology:
Practical distillation
and application of
emerging medicine

•

Cardiovascular Updates:
Comprehensive core curriculum
in general cardiology

•

Echocardiography Updates:
Comprehensive curriculum
in echocardiography

Adult-learning expertise and
services to customize content
and help disseminate new
and changing policy with
pace and consistency

Personalized Learning
•

Competency assessment
that tailors learning plan
for each individual

•

Content in short modules
proven to maximize learning
and minimize time

“What I’m loving about this dashboard...
is that I can check improvement.”
- M. Martinez, MD

About K2P
Knowledge to Practice (K2P) is a provider of online competency assessment, clinical
content, and analytics solutions that help physicians, hospitals, and healthcare
systems to transform patient care, deliver continuity of care, and mitigate risks. With
K2P, our clients are able to elevate the knowledge mastery of their clinical teams,
improve their practice of medicine with the latest clinical content and learning
methods, and improve clinical outcomes.
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